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Canton Comparison—based off 2010 Census data
In many respects, Albeit’s eleven Cantons cannot be ranked or evaluated by any standard. They boast architec-
ture, fod and colture so unique that there exists few reference points which which to categorize them. Never-
theless, a few standard socioeconomic criteria reveal interesting trends and patterns in the otherwise separate 
Cantons. [Please note: the abbreviations in each box are the Canton codes for each section of the city. Check the 
master map for full Canton names.) 

Albeit’s downtown is defined by its “DensiT,” a sideways T-
shaped group of Cantons (Graupel, Phoebe, Noulevac and 
Unterwalden) that contains most of the city’s commercial 
and economic core. The rest of Albeit could be characterized 
as a cross between city and suburb.

It’s no secret that Northeast—Em, especially—is Albeit’s 
crime capital. The rest of the city is fairly crime free, 
though Slat (home of Albeit International) and Elam (the 
base site for an enormous housing project) have their 
fare share of theft and more violent offenses. 

It may take a little history to understand this seemingly 
arbitrary chart. When a wave of population increases swept 
Albeit in the late eighties, much of the city’s “Old Guard—” 
the secretive, independent, creative group that had given 
the city its reputation, left for Pacfyst and Hauraki (the wes-
termost and easternmost cantons). Meanwhile, the cosmo-
politan lifestyle was making waves in Chiyoda (Northwest), 
which attracted many new residents.

There are two groups of people in Albeit: those who take 
pride in living frugally, and those who have no choice. 
Northeast’s residents and the people of Elam fall mainly into 
the latter category, but many residents in Slat, Pacfyst and 
Hauraki make it a point to keep light on cash in order to re-
main focused on “what really matters.” Chiyoda, Northwest’s 
lone canton, is the only one that could be considered sub-
stantiably wealthy.
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